
Amazon Coupons 
training guide

Overview
This guide educates sellers on the Amazon Coupons program, as well as its benefits, Coupon 

creation and management, and best practices.

Jump to a topic:

- What are Coupons?

- Program benefits

- Coupon discovery

- Coupon engagement

- Eligibility requirements

- Coupon creation

- Coupon management

- Best practices

- Key takeaways

- Resources
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• Attract new customers.

• Focus on specific customers.

• Promote specific products.

• Improve product and brand discoverability.

• Cross-market with other tools and programs.

What are Coupons?

Coupons are a self-service growth tool for sellers. You can find Coupons under the Advertising 

tab in Seller Central. 

With Coupons, you can offer percentage or money-off discounts to help increase your sales. 

Coupons appear throughout the Amazon store, including within search results that feature a 

Coupons badge, as well as on product detail pages, offer listings, and the Coupons home page. 

Coupons can help increase visibility and help acquire and retain customers.

Amazon Coupons training guide

Program benefits
Coupons can help you:

https://www.amazon.com/Coupons/
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• In search results

• On product detail pages

• On the Coupons home page (amazon.com/coupons)

Coupon discovery
Customers can discover Coupons through the following tools on both desktop and mobile:

https://amazon.com/coupons/
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Coupon engagement
Customers “clip” Coupons to automatically apply the discount at checkout.

• Product detail pages

• Coupons home page (amazon.com/coupons)

• In cart

Customers see both the discount and their savings 

in their cart.

Additionally, savings will be highlighted in the 

Order Summary.

After a customer places their order, a Coupon is 
considered redeemed.
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Eligibility requirements

Sellers must have a Professional seller account with a seller feedback rating of at least 3.5 stars 

to participate in the Amazon Coupons program.  

Note that Professional sellers who haven’t received any seller feedback ratings are also eligible.

ASIN requirements:

Products with no reviews are eligible for the program. However, if a product has reviews, it must 

meet the following criteria:

• Products with one to four reviews must have an average rating of 2.5 stars or higher.

• Products with five or more reviews must have an average rating or 3 stars or higher.

• Products can be Seller Fulfilled, Fulfilled by Amazon, or Seller Fulfilled Prime.

• Products must be in new condition.

• Adult, sexual wellness, hunting and fishing, and gun products are not allowed.
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Coupon creation

1. Click the Seller Central menu icon. Then click Advertising, and then Coupons.

2. From the Coupons dashboard, click Create a new coupon.

3. Enter your product info (such as product title, keyword, or ASIN) into the search bar. Then 

click the search icon. A list of selected products from your catalog will be generated. 

For single Coupons:

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/sellercoupons/ref=xx_scoupn_dnav_home
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/coupons/create-coupon
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4. Select which items you want to add to your Coupon by using the check-mark boxes in

the Participating column. Then click Continue.

5. Next, set a schedule for your Coupon of between one and 90 days. You can do this by

entering start and end dates.

6. Set a discount amount for the Coupon. You can pick either Money off or Percentage off.

Then select the discount amount based on either Money off or Percentage off. Note: the

discount must be between 5% to 80%. Then choose if you want to limit the Coupon

redemption to one per customer.
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Coupon creation (continued)

For single Coupons:
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7. Add a budget amount. The budget amount must be between $100 to $10,000,000.

8. Create a Coupon title.

Note: Consider making a descriptive title that includes the brands and items of yours that

you’re creating the Coupon for.

9. Choose the type of customers you want to engage with. You can pick either All customers,

Amazon Prime members, Amazon Student members, or Amazon Family members. Then 

click Continue.

Note: Coupons are only visible to customers in those particular segments. So, if you create 

a Coupon for Prime members, only Prime members will see the Coupon.
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Coupon creation (continued)

For single Coupons:
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10. Review your details. If you need to go back and make changes, click Edit. When you’re

satisfied with your details, click Submit.
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Coupon creation (continued)

For single Coupons:
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Coupon creation (continued)

1. Click the Seller Central menu icon. Then click Advertising, and then Coupons.

2. From the Coupons dashboard, click Create in bulk.

3. From here, you’ll be taken to the Create in bulk page. Click Download template file.

For bulk Coupons:

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/sellercoupons/ref=xx_scoupn_dnav_home
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/coupons/create-coupon-bulk-page
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/coupons/create-coupon-bulk-page
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Coupon creation (continued)

4. An .xlsx spreadsheet will open with instructions on how to fill it out. Make sure to follow the 

instructions listed in the top corner of the spreadsheet. Keep in mind that each row in the 

spreadsheet represents its own Coupon.

5. After you fill out the spreadsheet, save your file.

6. After you save your file, click Choose file to upload your Coupons spreadsheet.

7. If your file has been approved, a message will appear indicating a successful upload. If a red

exclamation point (!) appears, review the message to resolve the issue.

For bulk Coupons:
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Edit, deactivate, and understand Coupon errors
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Coupon management

The Coupons dashboard provides Coupon details and performance metrics. You can search for 

your Coupons by title or by status.

Note: The Spend column is the total sum of your costs for the Coupon (discount amount + 

redemption fees).

Coupons dashboard
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• products in your Coupon

• budget, redemption limit, and discount

• the Coupon title, focus customers, and schedule

For Coupons in Running status, you can only increase your budget or extend the Coupon 

duration up to 90 days.

To cancel your Coupon, click Deactivate.

Note: Your Coupon will be inactive for approximately six hours before the set start time. During 

this period, Amazon will run validation rules on your Coupon to make sure it’s acceptable for 

customers to use. You also won’t be able to make any changes to your Coupon during this 

period until it goes live.

Coupon management (continued)

Edit and deactivate

You can edit your Coupons by clicking Edit in the Actions column of the Coupons dashboard. 

For Coupons with Submitted status, you’ll be able to edit:
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Coupon management (continued)

Understand coupon errors

Validation rules are continuously enforced for the duration of your Coupon. If one or more of 

the ASINs in your Coupon violate any of these rules, we disable the Coupon offer on that ASIN 

and activate it on the rest of the ASINs that were validated. Click the error message in the 

Status column for more information on the error. For further information, see Understanding 

coupon errors.

Pricing error

Error details: Coupons require your discounted price be at least 5% lower than your lowest price 

in the last 30 days. This ASIN is temporarily excluded from your Coupon because this

rule isn’t satisfied.

How to resolve: Go to the Manage Inventory page to lower your price, or create a new Coupon 

with a higher discount.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/inventory/ref=xx_invmgr_dnav_xx?tbla_myitable=sort:%7B%22sortOrder%22%3A%22DESCENDING%22%2C%22sortedColumnId%22%3A%22date%22%7D;search:;pagination:1;
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/help/hub/reference/GLBL4T5C9UAB9T5P
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Coupon management (continued)

Inventory error

Error details: This error means you don't have 

enough inventory to accommodate the demand 

your Coupon might generate. When this happens, 

we disable the Coupon related to that ASIN.

How to resolve: Restock your inventory. We’ll 

automatically reactivate the Coupon on this ASIN 

when you have sufficient inventory.

Product rating

Error details: Coupons require at least a 2.5-star 

rating for products with one to four reviews, and at 

least a 3-star rating for products with five or more 

reviews. This error message indicates that the ASIN 

isn’t meeting this rule. Products that don’t yet have 

any reviews are still eligible.

How to resolve: This error will automatically resolve 

once the ASIN meets the minimum star-rating 

requirement.
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Here are some strategies that may help improve the performance of your Coupons.
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Best practices

Avoid creating low budgets (less than $500) for deep-discount Coupons such as 80% or $35 off 

a $50 product.

• For coupons with a discount amount of 50% or higher, it’s best to create a high budget 

amount to support the discount that also covers the cost of the customer demand that your 

coupon generates depending on the set duration.

Setting your budget

Example:
If a product sells an average of 20 units per day without a Coupon, and you want to run 

a $5-off Coupon for 10 days for this product, the minimum budget you set should be: 

(number of days x number of average daily units) x (discount amount + redemption fee). 

In this example (10 x 20) x (5.60). $1,120 should be your minimum budget.
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Best practices (continued)

Customers appreciate deep discounts, and a 50%+ Coupon can drive a lot of traffic within a 

short time. If a 50%+ Coupon has a low budget, the spend may end up exceeding the budget 

if enough customers clip the Coupon prior to it going offline for hitting 80% of the total 

Coupon budget.

Example:
A seller is running an 80%-off Coupon on a $100 item using a budget of $300. It would 

take three redemptions for the Coupon to be taken offline for using 80% ($240) of the 

total budget. Because the $100 item is only $20 with the Coupon, it draws a lot of 

attention and traffic. 

As a result, a total of 10 customers clip the Coupon, and three of those 10 customers 

redeem it by placing their order. This results in the Coupon being taken offline for 

hitting 80% of the budget: 

(3 x $80) + (3 x $0.60) = $241.80

Now that the Coupon is offline, the remaining seven customers that had already clipped 

it will have 30 minutes to redeem the Coupon. Of the seven remaining customers, two 

ended up redeeming the coupon within the 30-minute window after the Coupon was 

taken offline.

(2 x $80) + (2 x $0.60) = $161.20

The seller’s total spend would end up being $403, resulting in exceeding their $300 

budget by $103.
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Best practices (continued)

New sellers and new products

If you’re a new seller in the Amazon store or a veteran seller expanding to a new marketplace, 

Coupons can be a great way to help jump-start or expand your business. 

ASINs with high glance views but low conversion

ASINs with high glance views but low conversion may be a good fit for Coupons. High glance 

views may suggest that customers have interest in your product, and running a Coupon can help 

them make a purchase.

Use the Business Reports in Seller Central for sales and traffic data on your ASINs.

Coupons + Sponsored Products

Sponsored Products can help boost the visibility of your Coupon. If ASINs in your Coupon have 

low glance views or your Coupon isn’t generating sales, try running a Sponsored Products 

campaign on the same ASINs*. 

*ASINs in your Coupon must also meet Sponsored Products eligibility requirements.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/business-reports?ref=xx_toolPage_xxxx_helphub#/dashboard
https://advertising.amazon.com/resources/faq?tag=googhydr-20&hvadid=451182069001&hvpos=&hvexid=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=6575980409331021447&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=b&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9052032&hvtargid=kwd-300258248349&ref=pd_sl_6f650pakez_b_sspa_ggl_d_us_ct_451182069001#sponsored-products
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Best practices (continued)

Avoid combining Coupons with other deals and promotions

Percentage-off and amount-off Coupons will be combined with discounts from other 

promotions running at the same time, including Lightning Deals, promotions, sale prices, 

business prices, and giveaways.

Example:
If a Lightning Deal offers a 20% discount on a $100 ASIN and that same ASIN also has a 

5%-off Coupon running at the same time, the 5%-off discount from the Coupon will 

combine with the 20% discount from the Lightning Deal. This will result in a total 

discount of $25.

Standard price: $100

Lightning Deal discount: 20%

Coupon discount: 5%

Total discount: (100 x 0.2) + (100 x 0.05) = $25
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• Popular products: Coupons are a great supplement to

help increase sales of popular products. Use the Coupon

badge to improve click-through, conversion rates, and

product visibility in search results. Control your return on

investment by deciding your own budget, discount

amount, and duration.

Other best practices

Amazon Coupons training guide

• New products: New ASINs may not receive a deal

recommendation because there isn’t enough data for our

systems to evaluate an ASIN. Consider creating Coupons

on these new items to help make your listings more

noticeable.

• Advertising Coupons: Combine Coupons with Sponsored

Products to help increase traffic and sales of new

products.

• Discounts: For expensive items, try using a money-off

discount. Customers respond better when they know

exactly how much they’re saving without having to do

additional math. This strategy can also help you get a

better return on investment for your Coupon.
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• Lead up and lead out for events: Create Coupons before 

and after your deal to capitalize on increased traffic 

during high-velocity events and seasons.

Other best practices (continued)
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• Increase Coupon visibility: Advertise Coupons to get 

more impressions and add A+ Content to optimize detail 

pages for the best customer experience. Share your 

Coupon via your own marketing channels like email, 

social media, and your website.

• Self-efficient budgets: Set a budget that covers the cost 

of customer demand that your Coupon will generate. 

Avoid creating low budgets for deep-discount Coupons 

with minimums of 50% off. Low budgets for high 

discounts will cause your budget to expire rapidly in a 

couple of hours.
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Key takeaways

• Coupons: Coupons are a growth tool used by sellers to promote their products to customers.

• Discover and engage with Coupons: Coupons can be found on the Coupons home page, in 

search results, on product detail pages, on the offer listings page, and in carts via desktop and 

mobile.

• Coupons dashboard: You can create Coupons by navigating to the Advertising tab, then 

clicking Coupons in Seller Central.

• Coupons benefits: Use Coupons to attract specific customers, improve discoverability for 

newer products, increase visibility by combining with other marketing tools like Sponsored 

Products, and increase conversion by offering money- or percentage-off discounts for limited 

times.

• Coupon eligibility requirements: Eligibility is based on your Professional selling account 

status, feedback ratings, and specific ASIN requirements.

• Creating Coupons: You can create single-use Coupons or bulk coupons through the Coupons 

dashboard in Seller Central. You can also set percentage and money-off discounts, Coupon 

duration times, and budgets.

• Managing your coupons: Ensure your Coupons work properly by editing, deactivating, or 

fixing them from the Coupons dashboard. You can also use the dashboard to handle Coupon 

errors and leverage Coupon performance metrics.

• Best practices: Set up strategies to help improve the performance of your coupons. You can 

set your budget; run coupons on ASINs with higher views and lower conversion rates; create 

coupons for sponsored, new, or popular products; update your product detail pages using A+ 

Content; and avoid combining coupons with other deals and promotions.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/sellercoupons?ref=xx_toolPage_xxxx_helphub
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/sellercoupons/coupons
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Check out our videos on how to use 

Coupons and digital Coupons.

You can also check out our Help pages 

on Coupons.

Call to action

• Make sure you create Coupons to help promote your newer products and improve

discoverability.

• Understand any Coupons errors that appear on your Coupons dashboard so you can

better manage your offers.

• Review and incorporate our best practices to help your overall Coupons performance.

Image
(center align with guide)
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Other resources and links

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/learn/courses?moduleId=885b074f-9ee4-4bd2-8bc5-35bd6525b1de&sid=SU-SEARCH-60afd389-0f0e-439e-a38b-42819e03dd5e&ref_=su_search&modLanguage=English&videoPlayer=airy
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/learn/courses?moduleId=5b5ad346-0336-4f9b-b324-58b07afb7c62&sid=SU-SEARCH-57b03a3d-6ec8-4e1a-97fc-278bd9983e47&ref_=su_search&modLanguage=English&videoPlayer=youtube
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